Abstract-This paper presents an effective compression technique for lossy compression of color images. After reducing the correlation among R, G and B planes using YCoCg-R transform, the Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) is applied on each of the transformed planes independently up to a desired level. IWT decomposes the input image into an approximation and several detail subbands. Approximation subband is compressed losslessly using prediction errors and Huffman coding, while each of the detail subbands are compressed independently using an effective quantization and Huffman coding. To show the effectiveness of proposed scheme, it is compared with several existing schemes and a state of art for image compression JPEG2000 and it is observed that the proposed scheme outperforms over the existing techniques and JPEG2000 with less degradation in the quality of reconstructed images while achieving high compression performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In today's world, the massive exchange of digital information such as audio, video and images over internet and in mobile phones has brought a lot of interest in the field of data compression. Image compression is basically the method of reducing the total amount of original image data to another lesser quantity of data. Compression techniques can be broadly classified as: lossless and lossy techniques. In the first approach, the total amount of image data is reduced without any loss in the quality of reconstructed image while in the second one, total amount of original data is reduced with some degradation in the quality of reconstructed images, however, that information loss is not perceptually visible to human eyes. The implementation of lossy compression methods is eventually of good use because of large storage or bandwidth requirements of digital images.
Plenty of work has been reported in literature for lossless compression including standard and independently techniques. Among the variety of work reported in literature, the most widely used may be lossless JPEG [1] , JPEG-LS [2] , LOCO-I [3] , CALIC [4] , JPEG2000 [5] and JPEG-XR [6] etc. For color images, it is well known, that the primary color components i.e. Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) are highly correlated which is an indication of repeated information in more than one image components. For compression of color images, it is an intelligent practice to reduce the correlation among these RGB planes using any transformation from RGB to some less correlated color space and then each of the less correlated color component is independently compressed. An attempt of compressing each of the RGB color space without transformation adds an unnecessary overhead of compression of repeated information more than once. The correlation among the RGB planes can be reduced by using transformations such as: YCbCr [34] , YCuCv [35] , KLT [36] , YIQ [37] , O1O2O3 [11] and YCoCg and YCoCg-R [38] . Out of these color space transformations, YCbCr is used most frequently in lossy compression of color images. Many variants of RGB to YCbCr transformation exist, among those the one is used in lossy JPEG2000 standard. Recently, another such color space transformation (YCoCg-R) is used in JPEG-XR [6] standard. It is found in literature [34] that the computational complexity of YCoCg-R is lower than YCbCr. Hence it can compress color images more efficiently with lower computational complexity.
Lossy compression of color images is also attracting lot of interest in the greed of good compression performance. A lot of work has been reported in literature for lossy compression of color images viz. methods based on direct processing of image samples such as block truncation coding (BTC) [8, 11, 12] and other techniques are build around vector quantization (VQ) [15, 16] . The BTC [7] based compression techniques can be applied to each of the color planes to reduce the total data amount. Wu et al. [9] proposed a single bit map BTC (SBBTC) technique for compression of color images using a single bit map to quantize all the three color planes. In SBBTC method, when 4×4 block size is used then bit rate is 4 bit per pixel (bpp), however, for BTC it is 6 bpp. Another SBBTC method is proposed by Kurita et al. [8] , which creates the single bit map (SBM) by applying an adaptive one bit VQ. Tai et al. [10] [12] , which is based on the principle of moment preserving. An improved version of CICMPBTC method called CICMPBTC* is proposed by considering few points: (a) each color plane is quantized from 8 bit to 5 bit and (b) a set of predefined 64 bit maps is selected. A similar method which uses the predefined set of bit maps is also used in [13] . It is sure that the use of BTC on each color plane gives good quality of reconstructed images but at the same time it results higher bit rate. Hence to achieve much lower bit rate with some slight degradation in the quality of reconstructed images an another method based on BTC using pattern filling (BTC-PF) is proposed by Bibhas et al. [11] , in this method the correlation among RGB plane is reduced using RGB to O1O2O3 transformation. Each of of the transformed O1, O2 and O3 plane is compressed using BTC-PF with different values of parameter, Bibhas et al. [11] named this method as CBTC-PF. For color images, lossy compression techniques give better result in the transform domain using transformations such as Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) [17, 18, 19] , Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [20, 21, 22, 39, 40] , Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [23] and Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) [33] . The advantage of processing the information in transformed domain is due to the concentration of whole image information in just few numbers of transformed coefficients. Among the transformation discussed above, DCT has good energy compaction property, which plays a vital role in compression but it has a disadvantage of blocking artifacts, which occur when coarse coefficients are discarded. To avoid the blocking artifacts and to achieve better compression performance, DWT has come under consideration. Due to the multi-resolution property, DWT is used more frequently in many image compression techniques. It is used even in an image compression standard JPEG2000. Generally most of the DWT based compression techniques supports embedded bitstreams, which means that the quality of reconstructed image can be improved by sending more bits to the decoder. Several wavelet based compression techniques are reported in literature such as Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) [24] , Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) [25] , Embedded Block Coding with Optimized Truncation (EBCOT) [26] , Wavelet Difference Reduction (WDR) [27] etc. EZW algorithm was one of the first algorithms introduced by Shapiro [24] , which shows the full power of wavelet in image compression. EZW algorithm is fast to perform but it cannot achieve good compression performance. Therefore, Said and Pearlman [25] proposed an improved version of EZW, called SPIHT. In SPIHT, Hierarchical Trees refers to the quadtree of EZW and Set Partitioning refers to the way by which these quadtrees are divided at a given threshold. The most important characteristic of SPIHT is the way by which zerotree data structure is exploited to encode an entire insignificant region of a given bit plane with only one symbol. A lot of embedded wavelet based image compression techniques were developed which adopt zerotree data structure, but there exists few techniques, which are not based on zerotrees, one of the techniques among these is WDR algorithm [27] . In WDR coding, zerotree data structure is precluded but the embedding principles of lossless bit plane coding and set partitioning are preserved [28] . The coding performance of WDR is similar to that of SPIHT but to improve rate distortion performance, Walker [29] introduced parent-children relationship in the WDR algorithm. Later, Walker and Nguyen [30] incorporated siblings into the encoding in addition to the parentchildren relationship. In spite of having embedded bit stream feature, DWT has a disadvantage of processing the information in floating point numbers i.e. wavelet coefficients obtained after applying DWT are floating point numbers, due to which it would be difficult to achieve lossless compression in many application scenarios such as medical images where lossless compression is required for diagnostic investigation and analysis. Recently, a Lifting Scheme (LS) based IWT is proposed [33] , which is the implementation of DWT. IWT has following advantages: first, a perfect reconstruction of compressed data is possible, without any information loss, which is desirable in many application scenarios such as medical images. Second, the computational complexity of IWT is lower than DWT. Finally, the use of IWT reduces the memory requirement, which is indeed necessary for fast transmission and storage.
It is obvious that the compression techniques based on transform domain (using transformations such as DCT, DWT, KLT, IWT etc.), results good compression performance over spatial domain (BTC and VQ) compression techniques, because in transformed domain most of the image information lie in just few number of transformed coefficients, which results good compression performance on quantization and entropy coding. Therefore, to achieve better compression performance, a color image compression algorithm is proposed by Fouzi et al. [14] which is based on DCT transform combined to an adaptive block scanning. The work reported in [14] achieved better compression performance over the previous discussed methods but due to use of block based DCT blocking artifacts may occur, when large number of DCT coefficients is discarded. Therefore, still there is a need to improve the compression performance while maintaining the good visual quality of compressed images.
In this paper, a color image compression technique using IWT in YCoCg-R color space is proposed. This technique is proposed to achieve much better compression performance in YCoCg-R color space using IWT along with an effective quantizer. The input image is first transformed from RGB color space to YCoCg-R color space, this transformation is used to reduce the correlation among these RGB planes. IWT is applied on each of the transformed color plane, which results an approximation and several detail subimages for each plane. Data amount of the approximation and detail subimages of all color planes are reduced using prediction error and an effective quantizer respectively, the optimal number of bits are assigned to each of the reduced data to achieve the compressed bit streams. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a brief overview of some terms related to proposed work are given in section II, the proposed compression and decompression scheme is described in section III, comparison of proposed work over several existing techniques is reported in section IV. Section V concludes the proposed work with its future scope.
II. TERMS RELATED TO PROPOSED WORK

A. Integer Wavelet Transform
In conventional DWT, wavelet filters have floating point (FP) coefficients, so the truncation or rounding of FP values of the coefficients, to make the values integer, may cause some loss in original image information, due to the truncation or rounding, the wavelet coefficients can not be obtained in their full accuracy. To overcome this problem an integer to integer wavelet transform (IWT) is proposed by Sweldens et al. [31, 32, 33] . The LS based transform, which is an implementation of DWT, called IWT, works efficiently for compression of color images. IWT exploits the redundancy between low and high pass filters, which is necessary for compression of image. IWT maps the integer data to another integer data. In IWT, there is no loss of data in forward and inverse transformation. Therefore, lifting scheme is one of the methods used to perform integer wavelet transform. The demonstration of LS for the implementation of IWT is as follows:
where, s j,n and d j,n represent the n th low and high frequency of wavelet coefficients at j th level respectively. For j = 0, s 0,n shows the n th value itself. ⌊.⌋ represents the rounding function, which rounds . to nearest integer towards minus infinity.
B. RGB to YCoCg-R Transform
It is used in recent compression standard JPEG-XR. The reversible mapping of YCoCg-R transform between Red-Green-Blue (RGB) and luma-chroma with integer arithmetic makes it suitable candidate for lossless color image compression. As reported in [34] that the YCoCg-R transform can improve the coding gain over YCbCr with lower computational complexity, therefore using YCoCg-R as a preprocessing step helps to improve the compression performance with less computation. In the proposed work, the use of YCoCg-R transform is to reduce the correlation among these RGB planes with low computational complexity.
RGB to YCoCg-R is expressed as:
The inverse transformation i.e. YCoCg -R to RGB is expressed as:
III. PROPOSED SCHEME This section describes the proposed scheme for input image of size M×N. For an image of size M × N, there would be total T number of pixels, where T = M × N. The schematic figure of proposed work is shown in fig. 1 and the steps for image compression and decompression are shown in table-1 and 2 respectively. 
A. Image Compression
For compression of a color image, original image is decomposed into three planes Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B), the correlation among R, G and B planes is reduced using RGB to YCoCg-R transformation (explained in subsection B), and then three level Integer wavelet Transform (IWT) is applied on all the three transformed color planes independently, it decomposes the each color space into ten subbands: an approximation and nine detail subbands as shown in fig. 2 . Detail subbands of each level are collected to make the data sets DS l (l = 0; 1; 2). Clearly, detail wavelet subbands of each consecutive level have 3T/4, 3T/16, 3T/64 number of detail information respectively. By this multi-level decomposition using IWT, original image can be represented by A, DS 0 , DS 1 and DS 2 . To achieve the better prediction error, the approximation subband A of all the three color space are divided into two subimages as shown in fig. 3 : a group of pixels positioned at even row index S e and another group of pixels positioned at odd row index S o . Subimages S o and S e are used to calculate the prediction error (E).
Decomposition of approximation subband is achieved as:
Now prediction error is calculated as:
Due to the spatial correlation of neighbouring pixels the values of even and odd row subimages are not too much different, which results small values in prediction error. Now, Huffman coding is applied on each of the prediction errors for all the three planes and also on the subimage S o , to get the reduced amount of original image data. Each of the detailed subbands of all the three transform color space are quantized using an effective quantizer as:
represents the quantized detail coefficients and r is a quantizing parameter its value depends on L. For b = 8, each of the detail subbands for all the color space can be reconstructed losslessly, further optimal number of bits are assigned to each of the quantized detail subbands using Huffman coding, which results compressed bit streams.
Representing the total amount of compressed data obtained from all sub-images of each plane by B. Hence, the compression ratio (CR) i.e. the ratio between the original image data to the compressed data (measured in bits) is expressed as:
Size of original color image in bits CR
Size of compressed data in bits B 
and bit per pixel (bpp) is expressed as: 4 . Now, odd and even index subimages are merged to get the approximation subband. 5. For detail subbands: apply the Huffman decoding, on each of the compressed bit streams, which results reconstructed detail subbands. 6. Collect the approximation and detail subbands obtained from steps 4 and 5. 7. Apply Inverse IWT on reconstructed approximation and detail subbands, to get the the reconstructed color planes. 8.
Step 7 results, reconstructed Y, Co and Cg planes. 9. Collect the three transformed color planes obtained in step 8 and apply the YCoCg-R to RGB transform. 10. Finally, the reconstructed image (I') is obtained by combining all the three color planes obtained from step 9.
B. Image Reconstruction
Decompose the compressed bit streams obtained from approximation and several detail subbands of all the three transformed color planes. For approximation subbands, when having compressed bit streams we can get the reconstructed subimages by applying the Huffman decoding on compressed bit streams, which results odd index subimages S o of all the three color planes along with the prediction errors of each plane. Reconstructed subimage S o and prediction errors E help to get the reconstructed subimage S e as:
Now approximation subimages of all the three color space can be reconstructed losslessly as:
Clearly, R represents the approximation subband at 3 rd level. Now, to get the reconstructed detail subbands, Huffman decoding is applied on each of the compressed bit streams obtained from several quantized detailed subbands at their respective levels, for b = 8 the reconstructed image can be obtained without any loss. Further, the Inverse of Integer Wavelet Transform (IIWT) is applied on approximation and detail subbands to get the reconstructed image I′.
The quality of reconstructed image can be measured mathematically using measures such as: Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). The MSE is defined as cumulative squared error between the original and reconstructed images and is expressed as:
where, I(i, j) and I ' (i, j) are the original and reconstructed images both of size M × N respectively. For gray scale images, PSNR is expressed as: The efficiency of proposed work is evaluated by comparing it with several techniques such as wavelet based compression techniques: SPIHT, WDR, scheme reported in [14] and state of art compression technique i.e. JPEG2000. Compression performance is measured using bit per pixel (bpp) and quality of reconstructed image is measured using PSNR. The results obtained on comparing the proposed work with several existing methods are reported in table-3, when proposed work is compared with recent published work [14] , WDR [27] , SPIHT [25] and JPEG2000, it gives better image quality with fewer bits. It has been shown in table-3 that the compression performance of work reported in [14] , WDR, SPIHT and JPEG2000 are comparable but in some cases JPEG2000 is little better than WDR, SPIHT and to the work in [14] . Meanwhile, our approach outperforms all the existing methods reported in this work with improved image quality and compression performance. The proposed scheme is applied on all the test images but the values of Lena image is discussed for an instance, when the Lena image is compressed using proposed method, it gives 32.99 db PSNR with 0.5058 bpp, while these figures obtained using recent published work are 31.97 db with 0.8101 bpp. The PSNR and bpp for WDR and SPIHT methods for the same image are 32.48 db and 1.4434 bpp and 32.64 and 1.0505 bpp respectively. While the PSNR and bpp, using state of art JPEG2000 are 32.76 db and 0.6903 bpp respectively. Therefore, it is evident from the average values shown in table-3 that the proposed method improved the image quality with using fewer bits. After checking the efficiency of proposed work over several existing methods, the performance of our approach is measured by using different number of bits for quantization, the results thus obtained are shown in table-4. It is clear from the data shown in table-4 that the values of bpp decreases when the value of quantizing parameter (b) decreases. In brief, we can say that the better compression performance can be achieved on decreasing the number of bits with an acceptable quality of reconstructed image. The original test images and reconstructed images of proposed work are shown in figures 4 and 5 respectively, it can be perceptually observed that the human visual system can not found any significant distinction in the quality of original and reconstructed images, while from the storage point of view reconstructed images take less storage space than the original. An efficient color image compression technique using IWT and prediction error is proposed. In our approach the correlation among the RGB planes is reduced using YCoCg-R transform, which transforms the R, G, B color space to less correlated Y, Co, Cg color space losslessly. The good performance of proposed work is due to the low computational complexity of both YCoCg-R and IWT. The efficiency of proposed work is evaluated by comparing it with several DCT and wavelet based compression methods including standard JPEG2000. It is found experimentally that the performance of proposed work is superior not only to the elaborated methods but also to the state of art work i.e. compression standard JPEG2000. The proposed scheme can compress the images losslessly when 8 bit quantizer is used, which gives us a direction to focus on lossless compression of color images in future. The analysis of proposed method showed that our approach outperforms the several existing methods in the case of lossy color image compression, but its performance can be improved for the case of lossless compression.
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